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Assurance Cases

Assurance – Justified confidence in a property of interest
Often safety or security, but could also reliability, maintainability etc

Assurance case – Documents the argument and supporting 
evidence to demonstrate sufficient assurance is achieved

Both the evidence and argument must be present

The argument explains how the evidence supports claims of assurance

Creating an assurance argument requires us to have:
Information relating to the system under consideration

Understanding of the structure of the argument and evidence

Assurance argument patterns can be used to define the required 
structure
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Assurance Argument Patterns

Goal 1

{System X} is 

acceptably safe

Strategy 1

Argument over all safety 

related functions 

implemented by system

Context 1

The safety related 

functions of {system 

X} are {functions}

Goal 2

{Function Y} is 

acceptably safe

n

Goal 3

Interactions between 

system functions are non-

hazardous

Goal 4

All system functions are 

independent (no 

interactions)

n = no. of 

safety related 

functions
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Pattern Instantiation

Argument patterns essentially define information 
requirements 

to instantiate the assurance claims, provide evidence and make 
instantiation choices

Information required from multiple sources

Possible to manually obtain this to instantiate pattern
But, repetitive and mechanistic in nature and prone to human error

Instead we can try to automate…

11
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Model Integration

Argument pattern (GSN) models Design models

Process models

Con: components

trusted software 
components: {trusted 
software components}

Con: enviroProps

assumed environmental 
properties: {assumed 
environmental 
properties}

Goal: verifResults

Results of formal verification 

demonstrate {formal 

property} is satisfied

Goal: formalConf

There is sufficient confidence 
in the formal verification 
results

Sol: verifResults

{formal verification 

results for {formal 

property}}

Goal: formalVerif

Formal verification proves that 

the MILS- AADL model 

satisfies {formal property} 

Con: platformProps

properties of D-MILS 
platform: {assumed 
platform properties}

Goal: propSat

{formal property} is 

satisfied in the MILS-

AADL system model 

Goal: verification

Verification using 
{technique} gives 
trustworthy results

{technique} 
process

Goal: process _Process 

{process} is sufficiently trustworthy

Process 

Failure models

Instantiated argument 

pattern (GSN) model

Create assurance 
case instantiations 
automatically

design-time 

or run-time
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Benefits of Model-Based Approach

Assurance case generated directly from, and therefore consistent 
with, the design and development models themselves. 

Arguments can be produced quickly to reflect the current state of 
operation/development in real-time 

Consistent, reusable transformation rules are established, 
ensuring consistent instantiations.

Human instantiation error is mitigated

Automated support for change management 

Allows human effort to be focused on analysing those areas 
where most value is added. 
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Assurance Argument Automation

Any approach for automating assurance argument generation 
requires as a minimum:

model(s) of the required assurance argument structure
for this we use the assurance argument patterns

model(s) of the system
containing the information necessary to instantiate the patterns, 
often including models of the environment and development 
processes

transformation rules to generate the output model (the 
assurance argument)
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Assurance Argument Automation
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GSN pattern inputs 

Consider GSN patterns as set of models that input to 
the instantiation program. 

Requires that the GSN patterns are documented in a 
machine readable format that conforms to a defined 
meta-model

No official GSN meta-model

OMG standard meta-model for structured assurance cases 
(SACM) 

We have extended this for GSN

16
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GSN Meta-model
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Goal: sysSecurity

{DMILS System} safety and

security properties are
satisfied

Con: sysPolicy

The required system

safety and security
properties are {system

properties}

Con: sysDescr

{DMILS system

implementation}

AADL Model [ref]

Strat: SysSecurity

Argument over the

required properties of the

components and the

platform

Goal: Composition_Composition

The composition of the {DMILS system}

is demonstrated to satisfy the system
safety and security properties

Composition

Goal: secPolicyComplete_Confidence

Sufficient confidence exists that the system

safety and security properties are complete and
correct w.r.t. System threats, vulnerabilities and

hazards

Confidence

Goal: propsSat

{system property} is
addressed through the

realisation of the MILS-AADL
system model

Goal: compVerif

The MILS-AADL system model
satisfies the system safety and

security properties

Strat: compVerif

Argument over each
safety or security

property

no. of safety or security

properties

Goal: propSat

{system property} is
satisfied in the MILS-

AADL system model

{property type}

Goal: funcPropSat _Property
Satisfaction

system AADL model satisfies {functional

property}

Property Satisfaction

Goal: timePropSat _Property

Satisfaction

system AADL model satisfies {real-time

property}

Property Satisfaction

Goal: securityPropSat _Property

Satisfaction

system AADL model satisfies {security

property}

Property Satisfaction

Goal: safetyPropSat _Property

Satisfaction

system AADL model satisfies {safety

property}

Property Satisfaction

Goal: CompProp

{trusted component}

guarantees {local property}

Goal: localPropImp

{local property} is realised

through the implementation of

{trusted component}

Goal: assProps

Assumed properties are

guaranteed by the rest of
the system

Con:

assumptions_Composition

{assumed properties}

Composition

Goal:assProp

{Assumed property} is
guaranteed

no. of {assumed properties}

relating to {local property}

Goal: PropSat _Compositional

Verification

system AADL model satisfies {property

type} {property}

Compositional Verification

Goal: DMILSplatform _DMILS

Platform

DMILS platform guarantees required

properties

DMILS Platform

Goal: sysModelImplement_Model

Implementation

The implementation of the MILS-AADL
system model addresses the {system

property}

Model Implementation

Goal: components _Trusted

Components

Trusted components guarantee the

required assertions

Trusted Components

Con: components
_Compositional

Verification

{trusted components}

Compo si tio nal Verificat ion

Con:

localProps_Compositional

Verification

assumed {local properties}

C ompositional Verifica tion

Strat: compVerif

Argument over each
safety or security

property

Goal: propAdd

{system property} is satisfied
through the realisation of the

MILS-AADL system model

(functional | real-time | security | safety)
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Argument Patterns

	

Created in our 

GSN Editor

	

Argument Patterns (GSNML files)

Generates GSNML file conformant 

with GSN metamodel

Generating GSN Pattern Models
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Example GSNML Model File (partial)

19
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Assurance Argument Automation

Any approach for automating assurance argument generation 
requires as a minimum:

model(s) of the required assurance argument structure
for this we use the assurance argument patterns

model(s) of the system
containing the information necessary to instantiate the patterns, 
often including models of the environment and development 
processes

transformation rules to generate the output model (the 
assurance argument)
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System models

• The set of models containing the information required for the 
instantiation of the assurance argument

• The models required are determined from the roles of 
instantiable elements in patterns

• Each model may have a different meta-model
this must be explicitly defined such that it can be used in creating the 
weaving model. 

place no restrictions on tools and notations used to generate the 
models 

21
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Assurance Argument Automation
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Model Integration

To automate the assurance case generation requires us to 
integrate multiple system models with the assurance 
argument pattern models

Establish relationships between:
System models and the argument pattern models

System models themselves
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Model Weaving

Intra-schema correspondences

FK - foreign key constraint between R1.Books.SID and R1.Subjects.SID

Nested - nesting relationship between X1.Books and X1.Books.Subjects

Inter-schema correspondences

Equals – R1.Title equals X1.Title

Equivalent - ISBN is equivalent but not equal to ISSN

• Model weaving consists of establishing correspondences 
with semantic meaning between model elements
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Weaving Model 
• A weaving model is a special kind of model used to save these 

correspondences

• This may be later used by a model transformation language to 
translate source model(s) into target model(s) 
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Instantiation program

• EOL program that runs on the Eclipse platform. 
Input: 

GSN argument pattern models

Reference information models

Weaving model 

The instantiation program: 

1. Identifies elements requiring instantiation in the pattern model 

2. Identifies information from the reference models required to instantiate 
pattern by querying weaving model

3. Obtains required information from the relevant information models

4. Outputs instantiation information 

26
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Instantiation Output 

M-BAC process generates a model as output

Many different ways in which the instantiation program can 
output the instantiation information 

output is presented in a manner that is easily and clearly understood 
by a human

GSN model

Can be exported out to GSN editors

We have imported this to our graphical editor

Instantiation table

27
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M-BAC Concept

GSN Pattern 
Models: gsnml

System 
Models: xml

Weaving 
Model: 

graphML

Run 
configuration

GSN Argument 
Model: gsnml

Metamodels: ecore
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Key advantages of approach

• Tool and notation independent 
approach does not rely on the use of any particular tools. 

Tools only required to provide input models that conform to their own 
defined metamodels to be compatible.

Notation also unimportant so long as an XML representation of the model 
can be provided

• Weaving model 
Links reference information metamodels to the patterns 

Captures dependencies between
role bindings in GSN patterns -> individual reference information metamodels

multiple reference information metamodels

Normally these dependencies are implicit. 

Using weaving model makes this dependency information both explicit and 
formally defined

29
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Key advantages of approach 2

Assessment and validation 
possible to partially automate analysis and validation of the 
assurance case

Most automated analysis focuses on verification of the argument
Our approach allows for assessment w.r.t. external information models

Use existing MBE tools 
quickly and easily add extra functionality and features 

EOL - use EOL for the main instantiation program 

EVL – allows us to automatically check and enforce sets of 
constraints

EGL - use EGL to generate the output of the instantiation 
program. Flexibility to provide a number of options for the 
output format

30
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A D-MILS Example

“Classic” MILS

Implementation of a security policy architecture by means of a Seperaton 
Kernel (SK)

SK creates an environment which is indistinguishable from a physically distributed 
system

it must appear as if each component is a separate, isolated machine and that information can 
only flow from one machine to another along known external communication lines

Distributed MILS – Extending MILS over a network

Network connections in Classical MILS are untrusted – even with other MILS 
nodes

D-MILS ensures the same MILS properties apply between remote nodes
isolation, information flow control, determinism
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The “Starlight” Example
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The Correctness Argument
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D-MILS Assurance Case



35
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Required Models

Can extract a lot of information from an AADL model of the 
system

formal properties (the properties to be demonstrated)

trusted software components

assumed platform properties

And from AADL error model

But notice our argument also need models of 
Processes and tool chains

Formal verification model
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Example process model
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Example Weaving Model

Roles from GSN pattern 

model
Elements of AADL metamodel

WLinks

WAssociations
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Example Output Model
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Conclusions and Further Work

Our approach can generate an assurance case using 
information extracted directly from a set of heterogeneous 
models of the system

Model weaving provides an excellent mechanism for this
Have demonstrated feasibility of this

Further work required to fully understand and model 
relationships that exist between 

system design models (such as AADL) 

other models required for the assurance case (such as process 
models)


